Preparing patients for gastrointestinal endoscopy: the influence of information in medical situations.
The effects of the provision of information were tested in a sample of patients who underwent a gastrointestinal endoscopy for the first time (N=260). On the basis of their Threatening Medical Situation Inventory (TMSI)-monitoring score these patients were divided in high monitors versus low monitors. On the basis of the existing literature each group received the type of information that was considered most beneficial with regard to their coping style, and each group was compared with a control group receiving standard care (the usual information plus coaching by a nurse). Dependent variables were anxiety at different points in time, heart rate and skin conductance, pain, experience of the procedure, course of the procedure, duration of gagging, and satisfaction with the information provided. Unexpectedly, it turned out that high monitors did not profit by extensive information when compared with high monitors receiving standard care. Also for low monitors their minimal informational intervention did not exceed the effects of standard care. In the discussion, four factors possibly responsible for these results were elaborated. It is concluded that reservedness is required in providing (too) extensive information to patients who ask for this. Furthermore, considering the rather unpredictable and uncontrollable course of a gastrointestinal endoscopy, coaching by a nurse remains a valuable type of support.